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Bringing aid to
undecided
students
The University offers
courses to help
students identify
majors | Page 3

Free music
downloads for
USC students

JORDAN FLOWER

'HE BG NEWS

Commuter conundrum

USC joins 119 other
colleges in an
agreement allowing
free music | Page 3

Students living off campus struggle with parking problems, less social time outside of class
Deadly flash
floods strike
Midwest

By Samantha Johnston*
Reporter

Storm systems caused
millions of dollars in
damages and raised the
death toll to 22

While living off campus may free students of
dormitory boundaries, commuting to campus has burdens of its own.
Students often choose to live at home in
order to work or save money. But, in return,

commuters often deal with (lie hassles of parking and keeping Lip wHl campus life.
Damn Boyd, a senior, experienced the challenges of commuting from Toledo during her
freshman year.
"Planning my lime ahead was hard, especially in the winter time. I had to leave :i() to 40
minutes earlv to beat the traffic and make

sure I had a place m park." she said.
Abbey Nichols, a junior, also experienced
parking problems when she commuted to
campus before living in a dorm room.
"Commuter parking was a mess, especially lasi year," Nichols said. "II you didn't gel
See COMMUTE Page 2

yesterday | Page 5

Facebook
etiquette is
important

Ohio campuses unite for security

Facebook enthusiast
warns newcomers of

By Freddy Hunt

the addictions of online
social networking
| Page 4

Drinking age
set too low
Many alcohol-related
consequences could be
avoided on campus if

Assistant City Editor

I he Oh io Hoard of Regents Task
Force convened for the final
time yesterday via video teleconference to discuss ways to
improve and maintain statewide campus safety.
The task force has met
twice before. The first time,
in April, was to address the

Virginia Tech tragedy and to
divide into four focused work
groups. The second time was
in August to take immediate actions toward improving campus safety before the
2007-08 school year began.
Although immediate action
has been taken to improve
campus safety, the process
should be never-ending and
always progressing, said Brie

Fingerhut, chancellor of the
Ohio Board of Regents Task
Force on Campus Safety, during yesterday's teleconference.
By providing better mental
health services for students
and developing a method of
tracking students who display
disturbing behavior, future
incidents will be less likely.
See SECURITY I Page 2

the drinking age was

Task Force on Campus Security's future plans
Mental Health:
-Making it known to student^ that
services are available
-Keeping track of students and faculty with histories of violence.

Training:
-University and law enforcement officials statewide will conduct a series
of simulated emergency situations.

Funding:
Communication:
-Take steps to utilize Homeland
-Implicating emergency text messag- Security grant funds for campus
security.
ing system.
-Budgeting to reduce costs while still
-Develop a communications strike
providing adequate security.
force composed of professionals in
the community.

increased to 25. writes
columnist Jason Snead

| Page 6
Tight end plays
defensive role
Sean O'Drobinak adjusts
to the defensive side of
the ball | Page 7

By Sttphen Singer
The Associated Press

Women's
volleyball season
preview
Falcons try to continue
last season's success
with core players
returning | Page 7

■
What do you think of
the University now
selling Coke instead of
Pepsi products?

STEFAN STOLARCHUK
Senior. Music Performance

I

Officials concerned
with unhealthydrinks

"I think Coke's waaay
better than Pepsi."

| Page 4

TODAY
Isolated Storms

High: 87 Low: 68

TOMORROW
Isolated Storms
High: 89. Low: 72

k

"This product

is simply malt
HARTFORD, Conn. — Attorneys
general are asking federal regulabeverage that
tors to crack down on the makers
of energy drinks containing alcocontains caffeine..."
hol and caffeine, accusing them
of misleading advertising for a
Francme Katz | Anheuser-Busch VP
product that can pose serious
canned drinks and the cases
health and safety risks.
In a recent letter to lohn in which they are packaged to
Manfreda, the administrator of look like batteries to imply they
the federal Alcohol and Tobacco are energy drinks. The slogan is
Tax and Trade Bureau, attorneys "Powered by Sparks," he said.
general from 28 states, Guam
Julian Green, a spokesman for
and the District of Columbia Miller Brewing, said Sparks was
warn that aggressive marketing created only for customers who
of alcoholic energy drinks targets are of legal drinking age.
"There is no non-alcoholic veryoung people who are buying
energy drinks without alcohol. sion of Sparks. We work closely
Ohio is among the states urging with the Trade and Tax Bureau
to ensure that all of our products
federal regulators to take action.
Connecticut Attorney General meet federal regulatory requireRichard Blumenthal said yes- ments," he said.
Anheuser-Busch vice president
terday that beverage companies
are making outlandish and out- Francine Katz said the federal
rageous health-related claims government approved the Bud
about the drinks.
"Combining alcohol with cafSee MINKS | Page 2
feine hardly seems healthy—and
that false claim is what we seek to
halt," Blumenthal said.
"Nonalcoholic energy drinks are
very popular with today's youth,"
Oregon Attorney General Hardy
Myers said. "Beverage companies are unconscionably
appealing to young drinkers
with claims about the stimulating properties of alcoholic
energy drinks."
The attorneys general singled out three manufacturers: SABMiller PLC's Miller
Brewing Co. for Sparks and
Sparks Plus; Anheuser-Busch
Cos. for Bud Extra; and Charge
Beverages of Portland, Ore, for
its liquid Charge and Liquid
Core drinks.
Blumenthal said some ads
contain misleading healthrelated claims regarding the
products' effects.
For example, he said Sparks
and Sparks Plus advertises

LUMEN SHINDOLLW
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TAKING A CHANCE: Students gather around the poker tables to try their luck at Casino Night m the Student Union.

Floods shut down portion of 1-75
By John S«aw«r
The Associated Press

CAREY. Ohio —Dozens of
roads were closed, emergency
workers rescued residents
from homes and school districts canceled classes yesterday as several inches of rain
flooded roads and sent riverbanks surging throughout

ing home from Columbus.
northern Ohio.
"This is really a mess."
In northwest Ohio near
Tim Pontius of Toledo was
searching for side roads yes- Bluffton, both directions of
terday afternoon after he ran 1-75, one of the nation's main
into a road closure on north- north-south thoroughfares,
bound state Route 15 south of were closed from early yesterday morning until about
Findlay.
"They're being a little bit 6 p.m., said Scott Varner
vague about rerouting people,"
See FLOOD I Page 9
said Pontius, who was head-
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DRINKS
From Page 1

i xtra labeling.
"This product is simply a mah
beverage thai contains caffeine,
and is clearly marked as containing alcohol" she said.
I he attorneys general also
requested a federal Investigation into the makeup ot alcoholic
energy drinks and othei flavored
mail beverages to determine
whether, based on the percentage
i ii distilled spiritscontained in the
drinks, they are property classified as mah beverages under federal law. I he mali beverage das
siliealion. in mans stales, enables
cheaper and hroadei salcol these
drinks, making them more readily available to young people than
distilled spirits.
Besides Oregon, Connecticut
and Ohio, stales involved in
the action are Alaska. Vrizona
California, Idaho, Illinois. Iowa,
Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana.
Maine. Maryland, Michigan,
Mississippi, Nevada, New Mexk o,
New York. Oklahoma, Rhode
Island. South Carolina, lennessee.

Utah, Vermont, Washington, Wesi
Virginia and Wyoming

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
made.
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.
FieldTur'
* !od on
top of compacted stone in T
Perry Stadium. A story on the front
f Mondays sports se> I

A story on page 17 of Monday's BG
News incorrectly stated designs for
the Wolfe Center were com|
The associate honors program
director
ed in a
story on page 19 Monday. It is Jodi
Devine.

COMMUTE

Nichols, who lived off campus her first semester, said students living on campus have
morning, you had to park at the ice arena." fewer
freedoms.
"It's not really your space to
Abbey Nichols I Junior
be in because you're always
parkin); lot is located and allow- school, Colleen Ncuman. soph- sharing it with someone else,"
ing mine time during unfavor- omore, said living off campus she said.
In addition, Neuman said
and having a job prevents her
ahle weather.
Commuters often have to from becoming involved in late- commuting to campus helped
her to stay away from the party
plan their time ahead for more night campus events.
Boyd has similar feelings. scene and focus on her classes.
than had weather.
"It's helped me to just stay
"If you're trying to do a group While living in Toledo, she said
project with people on campus she wasn't able lo participate in focused. You're not getting lost
it s haul io liml a lime that works spur-of-the-moment activities and going over to your neighbor's room and talking," she
for everyone because you have with her sorority sisters.
"1 missed out on a lot of social said. "1 think it's really helped
to take Into consideration the
tinieil lakes you to drive there," activities because 1 wasn't myGPA."
For future students, though,
hanging out at the house; I
BoydsakL
With the activities com- was hanging out in Toledo." Nichols suggests living on campus for at least one year.
muters are Involved with off she said.
"As a freshman, you know
campus, II can he hard to find
Dealing With such drawtime to branch out and meet hacks may make life on cam- more people that way," Nichols
new people.
pus seem ideal for a college said. "If you go from living on
Despite participating in freshman, but there are advan- campus to off campus, you'll
alwavs have those friends."
extra iinkiilai-activities in high tages to commuting.

"If you didn't get there by 8 o'clock in the

From Page 1

thereby B o'clock in the mom
ing, you had to park ai the ii e
arena.'

Without a parking garage,
commuters are often stuck drh
in); around campus 01 parkin);
faraway from theii t lasses.
Stacie i.inii|ue/. the manager of the parkinj; and traffil
division, said parking tin away
from your class and using the
shuttle service is a (ommuter's
best bet
I he lots next to buildings
start to fill up about 830 or!
she said. I he bottom line is
that you can't expect to arrive
IS minutes before and find a
space where you want.
Enriquez said a i ommutei
mi);ht avoid problems by know
in); when' every commute!

SECURITY

emergency. Only students take steps to expand the use
who voluntarily provide of the Homeland Security
their cell phone numbers grant funds for campus safeFrom Page 1
should take steps to
ty," Griffin said.
would be notified.
"The state should work with
According to MacNevin,
said Ion Mlison, chaii ofthe expand the use of the
the University has a few pro- the federal Department of
prevention work group of
spective texl messaging ven- Homeland Security to clarithe statewide task
Homeland Security
dors and will be making a fy the use of grant funds for
Campus safety is impor
campus security purposes,"
decision this fall.
i.ini bin so is ihe right to stu
grant funds..."
These security enhance- he said.
dents' privai y, said Sandra
The Ohio Board of Regents
MacNevin, associate vice
• lskfotce ments come with a large fee,
and some universities and Task Force on Campus
president ol governmental
colleges will be searching for Security was convened
lionalized in order to reach
affairs For the University.
under the request of Gov.
"We don I want this to be out in all corners of the cam- funding.
Some small campuses, Strickland and will report
seen as a stigma,'' MacNev in pus, i ity and slate.
said. "People who need help
Even if everybody is trained such as the University's the progress of the three
will seek it out, we ju-l u.ini
foi an emergency situation, lirelands campus, have meetings on Aug. 30.
Fingerhul said as long as
them to knowtherearehealth alerting students, faculty and less law enforcement and
sen ices available."
law enforcement is essential resources ihan larger univer- Strickland approves, the
Besides increasing the pres to maintaining a safe cam- sities and will need to make Task Force on Campus
enceof mental health sen ices pus, said Ten' Geiger, chair vast improvements. These Security will continue to
on campus, sieve Dettelbai h, ol the communications work improvements could be very meet in order lo continuously maintain and improve
chair ol the response work group ol the statewide task costly, MacNevin said.
One way lo get more money campus safety. Fingerhul
group ol the statewide task force,
Bowling Green has been is In asking the government. said he is anxious to gel
lone, said more extensive
police, student and faculty looking into emergency text said Mark Griffin, chairoflhe feedback from Ihe govertraining must be provided. mis.aging, where a message resources work group of the nor and can't imagine him
objecting lo future task
Dettelbach added the train- would notify students imme- statewide task force.
"The state of Ohio should force meetings.
ing process must he institu- diately in i he event of an

"The state of Ohio

BLOTTER
MONDAY
10 A.M.
An unknown subject took a Ryder
moving truck from Pioneer Packing
on East Napoleon Road The truck
was found at Wintergarden Park and
returned to the factory.
11:13 A.M.
Someone tried to pry the front
drivers side hubcap off a car parked
on West Merry Avenue overnight.
Damage is valued at $50!
1:12 P.M.
A gray pick-up truck towing a red
1960s Chevy drove off from a gas
station on East Wooster without
paying for $26 worth of gas.
2:45 P.M.
Someone broke into a car overnight
on West Gypsy Lane Road. The
person attempted to pry open the
passenger side door, broke out the
rear window and took a car stereo.
Police think this incident may be
related to two vehicle break-ins on
South Main Street from the night
before
3:30 P.M.
Someone broke out the back left
window of a car on South Summit
Street overnight and took a Sinus
Radio valued at S50 and a CD
player valued at $150. Police believe
this incident may be related to the
other break-ins.
5:01 P.M.
Some took a cell phone, two cell
phone chargers, a work ID. three
beaded bracelets and a 35 mm camera from an unlocked car on East
Merry Street
8:41 P.M.
Wesley F. Hook. 20. of Bowling
Gfeen. reported his car was stolen
from the intersection of Bentwood
Lane and Scott Hamilton Avenue
sometime after midnight on
Saturday night

Leadership, Friendship & Opportunities' Register for a Military
for more information, visit Rm. 151 Memorial Hall or contact L

rV to take Philosophy in college,
1

■
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Rishmov. .
I i 11 In.- forest, where he waits
lor .i trtC to Kill <one can applaud it with the sound
of one hand clapping.

Philosophy became an escape for Rishi. He would
spend hours upon hours ina Philosophy-induced state,

S^
Just because half.com is cheaper doesn't mean
you need to buy twice as much Philosophy.
Use your savings for good on half.com and
try a romance novel instead.

Rishi found he could get twice as much Philosophy
on half.com for less. He overdid it - getting all
hopped up on Nietzsche.

?
"-#.

SAVE $5

•o» i iiKf ibo rug y\m m MinorType in "overstudy"on half.com and get started
on your subject of choice today."

■
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GET A LIFE

Welcome Back Sweets &
Treats
Pit

University aids undecided

9 p.m
H20 Welcome Kick Off

By Slav* KunkUr
Reporter

4:50 - S:30 p.m.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Sonte wnis taken fiom evenu bqui.edu

8a.m
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room
204 Olscamp

101 Olscamp

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Textile Expression: The
Movement of the Line. Act,
Motif and Idea Expansion

Greek Judicial Board
Hearings

ISO Union

306 Union

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

9-II p.m.
Name that Tune

Melissa Parrott - Ceramic
Sculpture

Black Swamp Pub

The Little Gallery

9:15 p.m.

H20 Welcome Events

Risk Manager Meeting
S50 fine if absent

101 Olscamp

201 Union

■n. - 5 p rn

Hispanic students
'cluster' in college
By Noah Bierman

Hispanic students arc more
likely than other students to
cluster at a handful of uni
versifies, and to choose those
schools based on si icker price
and convenience, according to a new survey being
released today.
"The conventional wisdom
on college choice is not conventional for these students.'
said Deborah Santiago, vice
president of Ivclciuia in
Educatkxxathinktankfocused
on Hispanic education.
I he authors, who looked at
federal data from the 2003 04
school year and Interviewed
more than 10(1 Hispanic students, (bund students were
willing to skip out on the
potential to attend more sclec
tive colleges and universities

"The conventional
wisdom on college
choice is not... for
these students."

offered—because they wanted
schools close in home thai
won i require debt
The studv adds additional

weigh! and detail to trends
that have lonj; been observed
anecdolally. About half of all
Hispanic students enroll in
only (i percent of the nation's
colleges, usually not realizing
they have chosen a "Hispanicsen ing institution" according
to the study.
Miami Dads College is
the nation's largest Hispanicserving institution. Florida
International University in
West
Miami-Dade, Nova
Southeastern
University
in Davie. I la., and Harry
University in Miami Shims,
I la., are also on the list of
schools with at least 25 percent Hispanic undergraduate
students

ZINGERIMA1YS

COLLEGE NECESSITIES!

even when financial aid W8S

Wednesday. August 12.200/ 3

Selecting a major can be one of
the hardest decisions a student
makes in college.
Fortunately, there is help at
the University for students
struggling with this choice.
The university offers two
courses that help students identify which majors and careers
would best suit their interests.
Courses offered include career
and life planning and career
exploration.
Career and life planning
focuses on helping students I i ml
a major thai fits the interests of
the individual.
Julie lackson, coordinator
for the career and life planning
course, said the classes can help
guide students to an area of
interest, but students must still
make their own decisions about
career focuses.
This was the case for Lisa
Murray, a junior exercise specialist major, who took t he career
and life planning course.
"It [career and life planning]
helped me decide I wanted
to go into physical therapy,''
Murray said.
Part of the problem students
have with choosing the wrong
major is the amount of time they

"Some people think that when they come in
that they will have a one-hour session and
thatt hey will have a major become clear to
them, and it doesn't work that way."
i Crawford I Careei Center associate
spend making the decision.
Michelle Simmons, a senior
associate director at the Career
Center, knows some students
who select careers without look
ing at other options.
"Some people won't spend as
much lime picking out a career
as they will picking out a car,"
Simmons said.
Simmons has also noticed a
change in what is expected from
students when they come to college as freshmen.
"Twenty or 30 years ago, it was
expected that a student know
what they want. Now you have
more options," she said.
Simmons also said students
shouldn't feel pressured to
know what they want to major
in right away.
"fell people you are still deciding, not that you are undecided,"
Simmons said.
On the other hand, students
interested in looking at future
career options can take career

By Jason Ryan
MCT
( ollege students, the defenders of
bee T-shirts and tree speech, ha\ e
chalked up another victory: free
music.
More than "10,000 University of
South Carolina students heading
to school this weekend will be able
to download more than 2.H million songs to their computers at
no cost — thanks to a new- agreement between the university and

Ruckus online music.
IISC joins 119 other colleges in
its agreement with Ruckus. The
company makes its money from
online advertisements and charges stutlents S20 a semester lor the
ability to transfer unlimited songs
to a portable music player after
they've downloaded them to a
computer.
"Downloading is free,'' said
Kimberly South, public information coordinator for USC's technology services," rtansfenlngisnot."

Happy Badger

On Sale «t ll.ipin B.Kk|cr

MAKE SOMEONE HAPPY

The career center also has
self-exploration exams available to students, which explore
what B student likes and dislikes to do.
But despite all of the help
these tests can offer. Crawford
also cautioned students who
take the tests to not let the
results decide the career path
they should follow.
"You must be honest with
yourself when you take the tests.
A student could come up with
different results different days,"
Crawford said.

In lanuary, the

Recording

Industry Association of America
named IISC as one of the top universities for illegally downloaded
music.

At that time, the association sent
the university 91-1 notices of copyright infringement for the school
year. Clemson received 71.
In response. IISC began negotiations with Ruckus, tightened
iis Internet policies and discussed
music piracy issues at new student
orientation meetings this summer,

said Bill llogue. USC's chief information officer.
since February, the university
has received no notices of copyright violations, he said.
"We've gone from being on a list
of notorious universities to being
model citizens." llogue said.
Mure than 5.000 DSC students
have staned using Ruckus, which
became available in lune after the
spring semester. Students have
downloaded more than 1.1 million songs.

Being single and pregnant
is tough

Food, Books 6c

Over 75 Breads 8c Pastries

See a Complete List •<
www.happybddqcr.com

Planning Solutions."

Students receive free music downloads

Saturdays!
named one ol the top 5
Bakeries in U.S.A.

exploration.
The career exploration course
provides juniors and seniors
with a chance to explore career
options by looking at what is
available to them when they
graduate.
There is also a career center
located in Conklin North that
has several different ways to
help students choose a career.
They see freshmen through
seniors who are still weighing
various career options.
lanet Crawford, who works at
the Career Center, knows some
students who would rather have
their major selected for them.
However, she said she knows
students usually don't use just the
exams in selecting their major.
"Some people think thai when
they come in thai they will have
a one-hour session and that they
will have a major become clear
to them, and it doesn't work that
way," Crawford said.
Through the process of select-

ing a major, students should also
seek guidance from their academic advisers.
I'eg Bucksky, a job locator
and developer at the Career
Center, said academic advisers should assist students in
selecting a major, while the
Career Center should focus
on what a student does after
graduation.
I-'or students who have gone
to see an adviser and are still
unsure about what career or
major they would be interested
in, there is always the option
of taking what Simmons called
"interest inventory."
which
is a program found on mvB(iSU under the quick-links tab
"Focus: Career and Educational

(4191 3520706
MoiiS.it. I 1-7
Sllll: 12-5

gettinghelpisn't

331 It. Main
toin.1 <* m.iin .intliLn

GENERAL STORE OF TME FUTURE
I .lii I'nKkv I It»(hi 1*1 ■ Into rise • Slory IVopk- - l'..i< kp,i< ks $< hirst's • .k'wtiry

1-800-395-HELP

Come Visit the Ladies
of Alpha Phi

w ww.knowledge is empowering.com

August 22 & 23
Alphi Phi House
Foundation
for

8 to 10 p.m.

Life

\
Mutt be it lint i lopkomore

HROP & SUMMIT TERRACE
NO

,he

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

Summer, semester, or year leases
Low as $425 par month
Includes all utilities
Laundry facilities

•
•
•
•

Stove, fridge, microwave, i
Full cable W/HBO ■ S2(Vmonth
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished

|
Beautiful ranch style condominiums
$650/month pbs utilities
Washer and dryer hook up
Quiet tenants desired

1 or2Bedroom

Excellent location for BGSU faculty
Stove, tiidge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub in some units
Den/Office in some units
Central air

419-354-0070
www shamrockWIaoecondoimniums com

COMPARISON

AMENITIES

Winlhrop & Summit Terrace

PROPERTY A

PROPERTY B

PROPERTY C

Apartment Size

2 Beri / I Bath

4 bed / 2 bath

4 bed/4 bath

3 bed/1.5 bath

t of Roomates

®

4

4

3

Rent

$570 ($285 each)

$1196 ($299 each)

$1292($323 each)

$900($300 each)
$114

Gas

$o

$44

all electric

Electric

$20

$72

$140

$97

Water

$0

$0

$120

Included w/Electric

Trash

$0

$0

$0

$0

Basic Cable

$44

$44

$0

$44

Internet

$0

$0

$0

$48

Parking

No Monthly Charge

No Monthly Charge

$15 per month each

No Monthly Charge

Pool

Yes (2 Pools)

Yes

No

Private Shuttle

Yes

Yes

No

No
No

Total Costs Pet Month

$634 ($317 each)

S1352 ($339 each)

$1642 ($403 each)

$1203 ($401 each)

Security Deposit

$200 ($100 each)

$600 ($150 each)

$1292 ($323 each

$500 ($167 each)'

"Note AH utilities are based on a maikel survey and m

. ;, ' . t. .', ■■'■.

Fewer Roommates, More Privacy, Better Price!
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office 400 E Napoleon Rd • 419.352.9135
wwwwinthropterrace.com • email us: wmthropS'p.errlenich con'

FORUM

"Some people won't spend as much time picking out a career as they will picking
OUt a Car. - Michelle Simmons, senior associate director at the Career Center [see story, p. 3]

PEOPLE ON ' l"H E STREET
"I love Coke! Pepsi
sucks."

What do you think of the University now selling Coke instead of Pepsi products7
"Hike Pepsi, but I
do enjoy the variety
of Coke, especially
Powerade."

"I prefer Pepsi."

I Unink it's fantastic!!!"

IECCAU.KO.

DOUG NEEL.
Graduate Student. Musk
Performance

ERIKASCHRAMM.
Junior. Journalism

Wednesday. August 22.2007 4"'

k

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion (or

EDMUND
McDOUGLE.
Senior. Computer Science

Sophomore, Physical
Education

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

CHECK THIS OUT!

(

WE CHECKED VOUPE-MAIU IDENTIFY ALICE! j

HOME WIW THE WC6!
ZDC

V

The B6 News is still looking for opinion columnists
and editorial cartoonists!

WHY THE ODD BEHAVIOR?

Everyone on campus is welcome to apply - students,

MUH^

faculty and staff.

THE STRANGE LIFESTYLE?
Y01GuY6CAlCH
t5N LADEN YET?

E-mail thenews9bgnews.com for more information.

^

Raise the drinking age to 25
"These numbers are difficult to grasp
for the sheer prevalence of alcoholic
destruction. Yet, we, as college students,
are responsible for an overwhelming

A call for a class to talk about
the dangers of new media
blogs on itsWeb site and updates
the four videos on its front page
several limes a week.
The most active students have
been demanding changes in the
way they're taught so these new
skills are emphasized. These
students don't want to miss out
on the media jobs that will be in
A report issued hist week caused
demand when they leave school.
a small stir among professionals
line, change the curriculum.
as well as college journalists and
educators. Some saw it as indica- But I beg Of the powers that be: If
tive of a need for more new media you do so, also give us a class to
talk about the consequences of
training in college classrooms.
But those desires need to be met what journalists are doing as they
with calls for another kind of class make these wholesale changes
(sometimes excitedly, sometimes
— a much more important one.
not) to the way they work.
The study, from Bryan Murley
lournalists should not leave a
of Eastern Illinois University,
found a majority of college media university setting without having
some larger understanding of the
advisers see their student media
profession we cherish so much,
programs as falling behind the
the profession we tout as so vital
industry in terms of adapting to
to a functioning democracy.
new technology (it's available at
Please, professors, talk to us
wwurxollegemediainnovation.
about the democratic implicaorg).
tions of how the move toward
The need for such adaptation
the Web is primarily driven by
is old news to most journalism
economic concerns — not any
students like me.
concern for improving journalism
We are constantly told print
media are slowly dying. We're told or an informed citizenry (lidward
Wasserman said the same tiling in
we need the ability to not only
the Winter 2(K)6 Nienian Reports).
write and report, but blog, podPrint out any number of articles
cast, shoot video, be familiar with
about how Craigslist and Google
the Web and more — look for an
example at Ion Marshall's "Telling AdWords are scaring the bejesus
out of newspaper advertising
stories in different ways" from
departments. Use those to make
Quill magazine in April 2007.
us nervous about whether news
Price Waterhouse Coopers
should be driven by the whims of
reponcd in May that overall
online ad revenue had grown
the market.
We also need to challenge
35 percent from the year before
— crucial money for news media whether stories can be told effectively via any medium, as journaltliat depend on ads to survive
ists valiantly struggle to adapt
Editors at newspapers of all
their content to new media.
sizes say journalism students
This means asking whether it's
need to have experience writing
a joke to say a graphic filling the
for the Web and uploading their
front page is in any way as useful
stories as soon as they graduate,
as an actual news article.
according to a recent study from
Make us read Neil Postman's
lames Madison University found
e (as reported by Inside Higher Ed "Amusing Ourselves to Death,"
which criticizes TV news, and
on Aug. 13).
ask whether we really want
The New York Times hosts 30

k

to give in to Web video-ondemand so easily. Give us C.
John Sommerville's "How the
News Makes Us Dumb," which
warns of how little knowledge
we receive from daily (daily!)
publishing, and ask how breaking news e-mail updates are at
all informative.
Ihese are just a few suggestions
— use any books you like.
Perhaps such classes already
exist and I'm not aware of them.
But at Northwestern
University's Medill School, for
example, one of the country's
most prestigious journalism
schools, they spent 18 months
redesigning the curriculum to
recognize "today's unprecedented
turbulence, challenges and
opportunities in journalism."
But a look at their finished
product suggests no available
class similar to the one I've
described (see the curriculum
online by searching for "Medill
School" and tell me if I'm wrong).
Those of you in dry academic subjects have incentive
to demand such a class, too, if
only to keep news media interested in your field's work.
1 leek, why not make it a general education class? Tech-sawy
freshmen are supposedly part
of the group causing journalists
to change their practices — why
not talk with them about the
consequences?
By all means, create lots of
classes about the great things
the Web can do, like hyperlinking within articles. Teach us all
about it.
For now, 1 leave it up to you to
decide what classes to keep or
close in response.
AH I ask for is a little balance
— like any good journalist would.
E-mail comments about this
column to lhenavs@bgnavs.com.

As a new school year begins,
as dorms fill with new and
returning students alike, a
single thought frequents the
minds of every member of our
population: newfound freedom from a summer of jobs
and familial responsibilities.
But our return to school
coexists with a possibly lethal
counterpart: college drinking.
Nearly everyone is exposed
to parties during college, and
one would be hard pressed to
find a college party without
alcohol. Most University students indicate in countless surveys they have used alcohol in
a social setting before age 21.
It is startling just how ineffective current laws have been
at curbing underage drinking.
A dramatic change is needed
in the way society addresses
drinking and the way we
enforce existing laws, and it
can start with a simple change:
making the drinking age 25.
Access and availability
are the principal reasons
underage drinking has
become easy to do. Not
through direct availability,
but through access to legalaged "friends."
In a college setting, it is all
but impossible not to know a
person who is older than 21
and willing to provide alcohol
to younger students. Even if
unintentional, there is no verification that each person who
drinks is of the appropriate age.
However, it should be quite
easy to ensure underage individuals don't have access to
alcohol. In reality, those who
abstain from alcohol are in the
minority. Countless people our
age consider speeding tickets
worse than an arrest for underage consumption.
Is it truly possible alcohol
abuse has become so commonplace, so acceptable, that
people forget the facts?
Each year, 1,400 people die
from drinking too much —
600,000 are victims of alcoholrelated physical assault and
17,000 are a result of drunken
driving deaths, many being
innocent bystanders.
Perhaps the most disturbing number: 70,000 people,
overwhelmingly female, are
annually sexually assaulted in
alcohol-related situations.
These numbers are difficult
to grasp for the sheer preva-
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portion of their incidence."
lence of alcoholic destruction.
Yet, we, as college students, are
responsible for an overwhelming portion of their incidence.
It is difficult to imagine anyone
would wish to assume the role
of rapist, murderer or victim.
We all assume these things
could never happen to us, but
I am certain victims in these
situations thought the same.
The simple truth is that
driving under the influence is
the leading cause of death for
teens. For 10- to 24-year-olds,
alcohol is the fourth-leading
cause of death, made so by
factors ranging from alcohol
poisoning to alcohol-related
assault and murder.
For the sake of our friends,
those we love, our futures and
ourselves, we must take a stand
and we must do it now.
Advocates of lowering the
drinking age assert only four
countries worldwide maintain a "21 standard," and a
gradual transition to alcohol
is useful in reducing the systemic social problems of substance abuse.
If those under the age of
21 are misusing alcohol, it
makes little sense to grant
free range to those individuals to use it legally. A parent
who observes their children
abusing the neighbor's dog
would be irresponsible to
get one of their own without altering such dangerous
behavior.
Increasing the drinking
age will help in the search for
solutions to grievous alcoholic problems, making it far
more difficult in college environments to find legal-aged
providers.
By the time we are 25,
with careers and possibly
families of our own, there is
no safety net to allow us to
have a "Thirsty Thursday."
But increasing the legal age is
not all that needs to be done.
Drinking to get drunk needs
to exist as a social taboo rather

than a doorway to popularity.
Peer pressure can become a
tool to change this. What once
was a factor greatly contributing to underage drinking can
now become an instrument
of good, seeking to end such a
dangerous practice as excessive drinking. Laws on drinking ages, as any other law, need
to be enforced with the energy
and vigor each of us should
expect.
Alcohol is not an inherently
evil poison. It does have its
place, as do all things in the
great scheme of life.
But with alcohol comes
the terrible risk of abuse with
consequences many do not
consider. All too often, these
consequences include robbing
someone of his life or loved
one. All communities in the
country, our own included,
have been touched by such a
tragedy.
Because of this, and the
hundreds of thousands of
victims each year in alcoholrelated situations, I ask that
you consider the very real
possibility of taking the life of
another due to irresponsible
drinking.
If this is not enough, then take
time to think, because that life
could very well be your own.

TOMORROW IN FORUM
Kampire Bahana and Andrew
Herman.

E-mail comments about this
column to tiienews@bgtieujs.com.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to
say about an opinion column or
news story? Here's how to get in
touch with us for letters to the
editor:
■ E-mail us at
thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new
comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in
210 West Hal
Be sure to read the full
submission guidelines at the
bottom of this page.

ONE MORE REMINDER, IF YOU MISSED IT
You're looking at what used to be called the Opinion page. We've
changed the name this year to "Forum." The name reflects our belief
that the page should serve as place where everyone on campus and in
Bowling Green should have a chance to have his or h*i v»*«s seen, not
just our regular columnists.
What do you think? Look at the "Speak your mind" box on this page for
details on how to contact us.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewer than 300 words. These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.
WEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words.
These ate usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two per month.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to th*news@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered for
printing. All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Floods cause death and destruction across the nation
By Todd Richmond
The Associated Press

GAYS MILLS, Wis. - Waterweary residents across the
Midwest began counting their
losses yesterday as damage
estimates from this weekend's
deadly flash floods climbed into
the tens of millions. The rain
moved into Ohio, where roads
flooded, schools canceled classes and residents were rescued
from flooded homes by boats.

The death toll from the two
storm systems — one in the
Upper Midwest and the remnants of Tropical Storm Erin
in Texas and Oklahoma —
climbed to 22 when searchers
found the body of a man tangled in a tree about four miles
from his wrecked, upsidedown car near a creek south of
Lewiston, Minn.
Most of Gays Mills, a village
of 640 people in southwestern
Wisconsin, had been under
water Sunday night. About half

of the village was accessible yesterday, and the growl of sump
pumps filled the air as residents
made their way back in.
"It's heart-wrenching, man,"
said Deb Holt/., 4H, who found
the furniture shop she runs
with her husband in (jay Mills
coated with mud. "Makes me
want to cry."
In the Ohio village of Carey,
waisl-deepwaterswirledthrough
the tiny downtown, submerging
cars to their rooftops. Dozens of
flooded streets made it impossi-

ble to cross the town. The Carey
Nursing & Rehabilitation Center
was evacuated, with 28 residents
transferred to a local hospital.
Firefighters used boats to
rescue families from flooded
homes in Bucyrus after nearly
nine inches of rain fell, and the
Upper Sandusky school district
in north-central Ohio canceled
the first day of school.
In Wisconsin and Minnesota,
thousands of homes were damaged: A preliminary survey
by the American Red Cross in

Minnesota identified about
4,200 affected homes, including
256 complete losses, 338 with
major damage and 475 that are
still inaccessible, said Kris Eide,
the state's director of homeland security and emergency
management.
About 100 flood victims
met with Minnesota Gov. Tim
Pawlenty in a sometimes contentious meeting Monday during which he cautioned against
expecting miracles, especially
because many flood victims

don't have insurance.
"1 think it sucks," Jeff Strain, of
Stockton, said yesterday, standing beside muddied boxes of
Christmas decorations, a hike
and other household goods piled
on his driveway. "We need to
know what's goi ng to go on so we
can start making plans.... As far
as government, I haven't heard
anything."
Preliminary damage reports
in Wisconsin topped S38 million
yesterday and were expected to
keep rising.
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Hurricane Dean sweeps coast of Yucatan peninsula
By Mark Stevenson
The Associated Press

M AIM II lALMexico—Hurricane
Dean swept across the Yucatan
peninsula yesterday, toppling
trees, |K)wer lines and houses as it
bnredownontheheartofMcxico's
oil industry. Glitzy resorts on the
Mayan Riviera were spared, but
vulnerable Mayan villages were
exposed to the lull fury of one of
history's most intense storms.
President I -elipe Calderon said
no deaths were immediately
repotted in Mexico, after Dean
killed ISpeopleintheCaifbbean.
Hut driving rain, poor communications and Impassable roads
made it difficult to determine
how isolated Mayan communities fared in the sparsely |X>pulaled jungle where Dean made
landfall as a ferocious (iitegory 5
hurricane.
"It wasn't minutes of terror.
It was hours," said Catharine
Morales. ;tt). a native of Montreal.
(anada.whohaslivedinMajahual
Inr a \ear. "I he walls felt like they
win' going to explode."
One of a handful people to
ignore military orders to evacuate, she weathered the storm in
her new brick-walled house with
her husband and 7-month-old
baby. Winds of 165 mph — with
gusts of 200 mph, faster than the
takeoff speed of many passenger jets — blew out windows and
pulled pieces from their roof.
I lundreds of homes were col-

lapsed in Majahual when Dean's
eye passed a I most d i rect ly overhead, crumpling steel girders,
splintering wooden structures
and washing away about half
of the immense concrete dock
that transformed the sleepy
fishing village into Mexico's
second-busiest cruise ship destination. The storm surge covered almost the entire town in
waist-deep sea water.
Dean weakened over land
but was expected to strengthen
as its eye moved over the Bay of
Campeche, home to more than
100 nil platforms and three major
oil exporting ports. The sprawling, westward storm was projected to slam into the mainland this
afternoon with renewed force
near Ixiguna Verde, Mexico's only
nuclear power plant.
"We often see t hat when a storm
weakens, people let down their
guard completely. You shouldn't
do that," said lamie Rhome at the
U.S. National Hurricane Outer.
"This storm probably won't
become a Category 5 again, but it
will still be powerful."
At 5 p.m. EDT, Dean had winds
of 80 mph and was centered
about 60 miles west-sout hwest of
(Jampeche. It was moving west at
20 mph, the National Hurricane
Center said.
While 50.000 tourists were
Safely evacuated from resorts
on the Yucatan peninsula,
many poor Indians closer to the
storm's direct path refused military orders to leave their homes,
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shelters, said lorge Acevedo, a
Quintana Roo state spokesman.
Others turned away soldiers with
machetes and refused to leave,
hut some of them changed their
minds when the winds and rain
intensified, he said.
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HIGH WATER: A resident tries to make his way through a flooded stieet in Bacalan. Mexo

according to Gen. Alfonso (iarcia,
who was running shelters in
lelipe Carrillo Puerto. 60 miles
northwest of Majahual.
Troops evacuated more than
250 small communities, and
8,000 people took refuge in 500
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SIGN AN AUGUST TO AUGUST LEASE MOVE
IN TODAY & PAY NO RENT UNTIL AUGUST

UNFURNISHED $310
UNFURNISHED $299
FURNISHED $335
FURNISHED $324
Stop by, take a tour, sign a lease and be entered
to win a 2008 spring break trip worth $500
'trip otter only valid at the Enclave ll

two swimming pools two hot tubs two computer labs game room with two
fLat screen TV's, a pool table, a foosball table, and air hockey table Large
fitness center lounge with two pool tables and a flat screen TV

NOT NEWS
THE ONLY THING MORE INTERESTING THAN THE FACEBOOK NEWS FEED.

THIS WEEK'S BAD JOKE
Q: What's cheese that's not yours?
A: Nacho Cheese!

You've been warned:

The top ten things to do at the

Facebook means business
JOSHBENNER
HUMOR COLUMNIST

community likes to roll. If you're
a first-semester freshman with
900 friends, we don't think you're
popular; we think you're a friend
prostitute.
Third, the info section is
supposed to provide a basic
thumbnail sketch into your life,
not serve as a comprehensive
autobiography.
Fourth, don't write on your
own wall, liver. As I've said
before, writing on your own
Facebook wall is like mailing a
(Tiristmas card to yourself.
those are a few basic rules.
I'm sure at a later date I will go
over Facebook ethics more in
depth. Also, Facebook is effective as a news source. You will
learn Facebook is typically the
first place you go to find out
who's dating whom. Also, if there
is a girl/guy you like who is dating someone else. Facebook will
usually be the place you find out
thai it's over.
Note for freshmen: If you
haw someone you are dating
right now and they're not on
Facebook, then you're not actually dating them in reality. "But
they're not on Facebook,'' you
may argue. 'Fell them to sign up
or it's over. It's harsh, but 1 think
we can all agree.

As anyone who knows me 01
who reads my column knows. I
am quite the Facebook enthusiast. This is my fifth column
on the subject. Basically, I'm an
expert. If there were a Facebook
major. I would be professor
emeritus. When cable news
shows talk about Facebook, I
should he one ol their Kiiests.
With that said, I would like to
welcome the incoming freshmen to the University. Some of
you have probably had Facebook
for a few months, while others
are new to the family. I wanted
to give you all a few dos and
donts pertaining to Facebook.
First and foremost, do not
sign up lor every application
known to man. The beauty of
Facebook is its simplicity, and
we don't need to have people
defiling the site with a hunch ol
unsightly applications that turn
it into more of an eyesore than
Saddlemire.
Next, do not add every person
whom you ever meet as a friend. Phase have your afipont other totwaid
This isn't MySpace and that's
his/her angry letters to Josh Bermer at
simply not how the Facebook
jbemrQbgsu&k
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"SMALL'
10) Frolicaroundthekiddielandtoysandthenfalldramatically. Begin
to scream while pointing in the direction of the neatest toddler.
9)Standoutsidethemallandwaitforsomeonetowalkoutside, Grip
the stranger sarm firmly and look them in the eye while insisting that
they don t get into the car.
8) Go into a changing room and begin to sing/l see London, I see
France. I see the guy next doors underpants!
7) Go to the perfume counter and ask the saleswoman which of the
perfumes will give you a "really wicked buzz."
6) Go to RadioShack and change every TV to an episode of "Boy
Meets World" Begin to tear up and pull the closest shopper into a
hug while saying. "That Mr. Feeny was like a teacher to all of us!"
5) Go into thesalon and ask the beautician with a very serious face if
you can get the hait on your toes permed.
4) Ask a sales associate if a pair of panties complement your beard.

Write for the Not News!
Email Amy Dillon at adillon@bgsu.
edu, call (419) 372-6966 or just stop
by the newsroom in 210 West Hall.

3) Walk up to strangers, show them your I.D. and ask with great
emphasis. "Have you seen this person?"
2)Hidewithinracksofclothmguntilanunsuspectmgshoppercomes
by. Jump out at them and scream "Surprise!"
1) Walk around aimlessly until someone comes over the intercom.
Immediatley drop to the ground, grab your ears and scream. "The
voices! Not the voices AGAIN!!"

Because you don't have anything better to do...

■

rHE BET fER PEOPLE ON THE STREET What is the strangest thing you've seen on campus so far?
"A guy humping a

"Two drunk girls sing-

"I saw a girl wipe out

sign that said 'your

ing Britney Spears

in the middle of the

daughter'."

at the top of their

Student Union."

"Boom Box Guy"

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Hdvc your own take on
today's Beitet People On The

lungs"

Sweet? Or a suggestion for a
KAIT DUFFY.
Freshman. Education

JOEL ROBINSON,
Senior, Dance Education

MICHELLE COOPER.
Junior. Special Education

ASHLEY SCHANTZ,
Juntcx. Psychology

question? Give us your feedback at bgnews-conr

Ask about College I.D. specials

Get High Speed
Internet for only

S20 piercings include jewelry*
Largest selection ofbody jewelry"
Buy 2 get one free on all jewelry*"

mvspace.com/steeladdictions

419-292-1990—
3932 SecorRd. Toledo, Oh

Tattooing by Infinite Art
WWW.iarittOO.com

$24"
Smm

I a month
mor

(up to 768 Kbps)
(plus taxes and fees)
(Local voice service not required)

At School. At Home. At Work. On The Go.
With High Speed Internet from Verizon, you can:
• Click and connect to the Web in an instant
• Stream video so smoothly it's like watching TV
• Download photos in a flash, play online games in real time
• Bundle high-speed Internet with local phone service & save even more!

Sign up online for this special offer.
You can view plans and order service by clicking on the Check by address link on
our homepage. Verizon offers High Speed Interent service with or without local voice
service.

Goodwill will remain open through our
remodeling with a temporary Outlet storel
We're just 50 yards down the sidewalk Irom our
current location on 1058 N Mam Street
We'll have more than 2,000 square leet ol
bedding, lurniture, housewares and some apparel

NOW OPEN!
Hours Open: 9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. Mon. - Sat.
Noon - 5:00 p.m. Sunday
to sign up visit us online at

verizon.com
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The Goodwill Outlet Store will remain open until
the grand reopening ol our huge new SG store
and donation center in October
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SIDELINES

Volleyball

Changing sides

has big
expectations
for'07

:

ByAdamMinin
Reporter

FOOTBALL
Lichtenstciger put

on watch list for
Lombardi Award
Senior offensive lineman Kory
Lichtensteiger was named to
the 2007 Rotary Lombardi
Watch List. The award is
given to the top offensive
or defensive lineman in the
country.

Third high school
game scheduled at
the Doyt
Perrysburg High School will
face Fremont Ross Friday,
Aug. 24. at 7:30 p.m. at Doyt
JORDAN FLOWER

L Perry Stadium.

'Hi BG HEWS

BREAKING THROUGH: New defensive lineman Sean O'Dtobinak (88) attempts to break through coverage and get alter quarterback Tyler Sheehan O'Drobinak is a converted

OUR CALL
Today in sports
history
1851: Yacht "America" wins
first Royal Yacht Squadron
Cup (America's Cup)
1954: Red Sox pitcher Wes
Ferrell hits two homers to
beat the White Sox 3-2 in 12
innings.
1946: Baseball approves a
168-game schedule, but later
rescinds it.
1950: Althea Gibson
becomes the first black
competitor in a national
tennis match
1965: Dodgers pitcher
Juan Marichal hits Giants
catcher John Roseboro on the
head with his bat and causes
a 14-minute brawl.

The List
With Michael Vick pleading

tight end who will get to play m some red zone situations on offense this season.

O'Drobinakadjustingtonewdefensiverole
rades are happy about that.
"Sean is an exceptional tight
end. You don't see many with
that size and aggression that
You may remember him from
he has," Dozier said.
last season when he caught
middle
and
taking
a
rib-shot,"
Now that he's on the
a pass on the Falcons' first
other side of the trench fight,
drive of the game and scamSean O'Drobinak I BG defensive lineman
O'Drobinak has been getting
pered for 24 yards against
O'Drobinak started to come Gregg Brandon's offense. At 6- used to the different strategies.
Ohio State.
"Gett ing past the linemen is a
foot-4-inches and 270 pounds,
Maybe it was that touchdown around to the idea.
"It's a team game and I've O'Drobinak is a hard player to different technique," he said.
against Florida International.
Although he admits that it's
Or it could have been in 2005 always been a team player," he bring to the ground.
Now that he's on the defen- nice to be the one initiating
when he scored two touch- said. "I'm liking it now. At first I
sive side of the ball, he'll use contact more often.
downs against Miami in treach- didn't but it's growing on me."
"It's definitely nice seeing
O'Drobinak graduated from his speed to his advantage.
erous weather conditions.
"[The switch] is a blessing when you're going to get hit
Wherever you remember him Crown Point High School in
because he's a big, physical rather than going across the
from, it probably isn't the defen- 2003.
He was the team's MVP guy that's real fast," said line- middle and taking a rib-shot,"
sive line.
This past off-season, BG's that season and earned many backer Erique Dozier. "We do O'Drobinak said, smiling.
No matter what position he's
coaching staff decided to try other local awards including a lot of line movement so it
Sean O'Drobinak on the defen- Associated Press honorable ties up a lot of those offensive playing, O'Drobinak has gathguards."
ered a lot of praise from his
mention All-State.
sive side of the ball.
A dominant player at both teammates.
In high school, he also played
He wasn't exactly thrilled
"Sean is a great leader, he's
both sides of the ball. His senior positions, that leaves the
about the idea.
"You never want to change year he was named to an Ml Falcons in a small pinch, but really found his spot on the
the coaches have said that defense," said offensive linepositions going into your last Star team as a tight end.
His exceptional size and he'll see time on offense in man Kory Lichtensteiger. "He's
year," O'Drobinak, a redshirt
a strong kid, he's got a nose for
strength has helped him the red zone.
senior said.
Even his new defensive com- finding the ball."
Once he got used to it though, become a good weapon for
By Colin Wilton
Sports Editor

"It's definitely nice seeing when you're
going to get hit rather than going across the

Following one of the best seasons in school history, the
BGSU women's volleyball
team will look to take it one
step further and win the MidAmerican Conference.
But with the pressure on the
Falcons to have similar success,
can they duplicate it?
Last season, the Falcons fell
one game short of their goal
when they lost for the third
time to Ohio. The team finished with a 26-6 record on
theyearand finished in second
place in the East Division with
a 13-3 record.
"It was a year of firsts for the
school as we had a 17-match
winning streak and a MAG conference title game appearance,"
said middle hitter and blocker
Stephanie Swigcr. "Our expectations are higher, though,
because we have almost everyone back and we have things
figured out."
Head Coach Denise Van De
Walle will be returning for her
25th year at BG. She is the winningest coach in MAC history
andhashadawinningteam 15
of the last 19 years.
In the MAC Preseason Poll,
BG was picked to finish second behind Ohio in the East
Division. Ohio was picked to
win the MAC regular season
and conference tournament.
"We now have a target on
our backs."' Swiger said. "Every
team will give us their best
each night and we cannot have
a letdown. If we can maintain
the intensity, we should be very
successful."
Most of the optimism
around the team is due to
the fact that they will return
everyone from last year's
squad except captain Chrissy
Gothke. Gothke now serves
as an assistant coach for the
team. After huge years from
Stephanie Swiger, Chelsey
Meek and Corey Domek, the
team will lean on the three as
SeeVBAU|Page8

guilty to dog fighting charges,
we list five other memorable
athletes' prison sentences.

1. Mike Danton
(NHL): He's currently

Still no winner as Browns QB battle wages on

serving a seven-and-a-half
year sentence for hiring a
hitman to take out his agent.

2. Rae Carruth
(NFL): The former
Panthers receiver was
sentenced to 19 years in
prison in 2001 for being
involved with the murder of
his girlfriend.

3. Jamal Lewis
(NFL): Last year, the
Browns running back served
four months for setting up a
drug deal on his cell phone.

Anderson, Brady Quinn and Ken
Dorsey to choose from.
"Who's the other one?" he was
BEREA, Ohio — From flip- asked.
ping a coin to filling in blanks.
"Who do you want it to be?"
Cleveland's starting quarterback Crennel said with a laugh.
drama has turned again.
"Brady," a reporter said.
"If you want it to be that, then
During his post-practice
news briefing yesterday, Browns it can be that for you," Crennel
coach Romeo Crennel said he said.
may delay naming a starter until
Who knows. It could be that
the week before his club's Sept. for the Browns soon, too.
9 season opener against the
Crennel's vague reply came
Pittsburgh Steelers.
one day after he named Frye as
He has narrowed his choice his starter for Saturday's game at
to two candidates: Charlie Frye Denver, the club's third exhibiand a mystery man.
tion game and another chance
"It's Charlie ... and Yes," for any of Cleveland's QBs to
teased Crennel, who has Derek step up and prove he's worthy of
By Tom Withers

The Associated Press

being a No. 1.
So far, Fryeand Anderson have
failed to impress their coaches
or Browns fans, who are clamoring to see more of Quinn.
The rookie from Notre Dame
threw two fourth-quarter touchdown passes against Detroit in
his NFL debut on Saturday night.
Quinn went 13-of-20 for 155
yards and played with poise and
confidence, something neither
Frye nor Anderson has shown
much of during the past two
weeks of their ongoing derby.
Crennel said Quinn will get
more playing time against the

!I \

■ R

THREE'S COMPANY:Cleveland Browns quarterbacks Charl« Frye (9). Derek
Anderson (5) and Brady Quinn (10) loot on during a time oui in the fourth quarter of an
NFL preseason football game against the Detroit Lions Saturday in Cleveland.

See BROWNSI Page 8

4. Pete Rose (MLB):
Spent five months in jail in
1990 for tax evasion.

5. Denny McLain

Beijing trying to clean its air before Olympics start in 2008

(MLB): The two-time

"The test was successful. These
four days the wind speed was
slow, while the humidity and
BEIJING — Despite a persistent temperature were high," Du told
gray haze, officials said yesterday reporters, noting that a gray sky
an exercise that removed more doesn't necessarily mean polluthan 1 million private vehicles tion is bad.
Air pollution has emerged as a
a day from Beijing's gridlocked
streets was a success that could key problem for Beijing as it gears
mean a clearer sky during next up for the Olympics, to be held
summer's Olympics.
Aug. 8-24, 2008. lammed traffic
Humidity and wind condi- and the possibility of political
tions kept the pollution from dis- protests by critics of the compersing but the air during the munist regime are also concerns,
four-day drill would have been although venue construction is
much worse without the vehicle firmly on schedule.
International
Olympic
restrictions, said Du Shaozhong,
the deputy director of the Committee President lacques
Chinese capital's Environmental Rogge warned during a visit this
Protection Bureau.
month that the competition
By Christopher Bod.«n

Cy Young-winning pitcher

The Associated Press

for the Tigers did significant
time for money laundering,
embezzlement, mail fraud
and conspiracy.

WANG SONG i AP PHOTO
GEARING UP: Chinese officials have been trying to dear polluted air out o( Beijing's
crowded streets in preparation for the Olympics next year.

1

schedule might have to be juggled on days when pollution was
particularly bad.
The government's own statistics showed that the air quality
during the test rated among the
top 10 worst days of the month so
far — and slightly worse that the
same period a year ago.
The traffic ban removed 1.3
million private vehicles from the
capital's perpetually gridlocked
streets each day. Additional buses
and subways were added as residents turned to public transportation, car pools and taxis.
Cars with even-numbered
license plates were ordered off
OLYMPICS

SPORTS

?Nday August 22.2007

VBALL
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well as a deep bench to succeed
ill 2007.
"We have a verj experienced
team with live seniors so we
know what to expect." Swiger
siiid. "Everyone on our bench
can net hot and contribute (o
our success. Without Clnisss,
we need to step up as a team
and fill the void, so tar. everyone Is giving il their best."
I he team currently boasts II
letter-winners, enabling Coach
\,in DeWalle to recruit a small
class in the offseason. That class
consists of defensive specialist
Alex Xlahis and seller Sam Fish.
I |sh will have to nil the shoes
of the departed C.olhke if the
falcons are to make any noise
this year. Meghan Vlnbr will

JORDAN FLOWER
HANDS UP:

;iS) attempts to block a shotduwg practice

also be setting this season.

BROWNS
From Page 7

7cls or 80s in the lirst two weeks
III \11gust.

day?" Miller said.

OLYMPICS

As the air quality during these
four days reached the national
Standard, il was fil for all activities, including sports," DusakL
I he index hit l Hi yesterday
after the test and was 115 on
\ug. Hi — the day before the
trial began, the Chinese statistics showed.
Officials said a reading of
between 101 to 200 indicates
slight pollution and people with
heart and respiratory conditions
are told to avoid exertion and
outdoor activities.
Earlier in the month, the pollution index had clipped as low as
-12 and general!) hovered in the

plates were banned Saturday and
Monday. Emergency vehicles,
taxis, buses and other public-service vehicles were exempt.
Beijing had an air pollution
index of between 93 and 95 during the test days, the city's environmental protection bureau
said on its Web -.itc-. According
to the state Environmental
Protection Agency, an index
below 100 indicates excellent or
good conditions.

"With our team chemistry and
great leaders on the court, we
should see a very successful season." Domek said. "We have an
older team, but that should help
us get out to a good start."
The schedule opens up this
weekend when the Falcons
travel to Dayton to play Illinois
on Friday. They will then play
Dayton and II'FW on Saturday.
The Falcons return home to host
Oakland at 7 p.m. on Aug. 28.
MAC play begins on Sept. 20
when HO will travel to Miami,
Ohio. The first conference home
match will be played at 4 p.m. on

Beijing residents praised the
traffic controls, saying they were
necessary to ease gridlock. Zhai
Shuanghe, an official with the
city traffic management bureau,
said average traffic speeds on
main roads rose just over 53 percent, to about 27 mph.
"I thought it was very good,
I here was an immediate effect
on the baffle." said a woman
who gave her surname as Li.
She said she usually drives 2-3
times a week.
A cab driver, who only gave
his surname as Wang, said his
business did not increase significantly, but he thinks the controls
should lx> in place beyond the
Olympics.

progress.
Crennel, who resorted to
a coin toss lo decide whether
I rye or Anderson would stall
the exhibition opener, was
asked what conclusions could
he made from not yet naming a
Week I starter.
Well, it changes and it can
change," he said "With this
competition that we've had
which has been a good competition
with Frye being the
starter for this game, oin first
opponent might have lo wonder
who the quarterback is going to

roads Friday and Sunday, and
u'hiclcs with odd-numbered

Corey Domek | BG volleyball

Chris Miller, director of die
global warming campaign at
(Ireenpeace, said the car ban was
a step in the right direction lor
(Ihina, but he doubted whether
il showed any real commitment
to improving air quality.
Ibis is a short-term solution
10 what is a very acute and longlerni problem. In some ways it
just highlights how serious the
problem really is," he said.
" rhey will probably be able to
get air pollution to at least semiacceptable levels lor a couple of
weeks at Olympics siles in and
around Beijing, but the question
is win cam thej then figure out
how 10 make that happen everj

contract holdout, continues to

clinique

•

Vick may face
more charges

should help us get
out to a good start."

what they had in front of them. If
any thing, I just tried to communicate the best I could and tried
to be the general out there,"
As for who will lead the
Browns against the Steelers,
Quinn doesn't think his holdout
has hiu t his chances of starting.
I would never say never," he
said. T think it is still somewhat
of a competition. Even though
the starter has been announced
for this game, I think guys are
still competing, still trying to
show what they can do.
"The roster hasn't been set and
this isn't week one yet for the
Ml. We have two weeks left of
hard work in our camp and well
see where things go from there."

Broncos, but wouldn't spec
ify when or bow much, lint
another strong showing could
move Quinn past Anderson on
the depth chart
if he hasn't
passed him already.
Quinn played down bis debut,
which came against a Lions
defense Ol third and fourth
stringers.
"I don't want to make it more
than what it was." he said. T
was just a guy out there trying
lo help his leant come hack and
win. ihai Is really what ii was."
lint il could he much more

From Page 7

"We have an older
team, but that

be. They might have to prepare
for two guys, which could be an
advantage for us."
Quinn has quickly gained
ground on Frye and Anderson.
I r\ chas a (W.I rating. Anderson's
is :,4.:t and neither of the QHs
has led the Browns to a touchclown while Quinn is 2-fbr-2 on
scoring drives.
And while Quinn hasn't had a
chance to show if he can make
all the throws, he certainly has
the other quarlcrbaeking duties
clown pat. Yesterday. Quinn
deflected praise about his leadership on the two ID drives to
his teammates.
"They did a great job of focusing.'' he said. "I think they knew

il I rye doesn't play belter this
week and if Quinn. who missed
II days of training camp in a

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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MARIE
PARTY FAVOURITES
IN YOUR CLINIQUE BONUS NOW

Larry O Dell
The Associated Press
RICHMOND. Va. - Michael
Vick's legal troubles from dogfighting could get even worse.
The Atlanta Falcons quarter
back faces possible prosecution
in state court, where punishment might far exceed the maximum five years in prison that
could await him in his federal
case.
MUWtiS I *PM>TO
!.ocal prosecutor Gerald
HOWHEM TO RUN: IM l*n ** pmvMly ol
Poindexter has said he likely ttttcrul
(turqti from llw Haw ol V«qna on top of If*
will pursue charges against OOK he already laces lot dog Iqhtuq.
Vick, who has plummeted from
favorite son to a symbol of animal abuse in the four months year terms for each count was
since authorities raided hisSurry imposed to run consecutively,
County property. Poindexter but that's seldom done. liach
says the case could go before a dogfighting count could run the
sentence even higher.
county grand jury Sept. 25.
Vick also was facing the possiPoindexter did not return
messages left by The Associated bility of additional federal chargPress at his office and on his cell es from a new grand jury meeting this week in Richmond, but
phone yesterday.
Among the slate laws Vick his deal with prosecutors means
that's now highly unlikely.
could be charged with violatThe
27-year-old player
ing are those against dogfight
ing and animal cruelty. Both are will enter his plea agreement
felonies punishable by up to five Monday. A government official,
speaking on condition of anoyears in prison.
"The real question is how nymity because the terms are
much overlap there would be not final, told The Associated
between anything the local Press that prosecutors will
prosecutor would charge recommend a sentence of one
and what the federal pros- year to 18 months. However,
ecutors charged," said Linda U.S. District ludge Henry
Malone, a criminal procedure Hudson is not bound by that
expert and Marshall-VVythe recommendation or by federal
Foundation professor of law sentencing guidelines that will
at the College of William and call for less than the five-year
maximum.
Mary. "There are some limitalames D. "Butch" Williams
tions on duplication."
Vick said through a lawyer lr., one of Vick's five defense
Monday that he will plead guilty attorneys, said his client is fully
to a federal charge of conspiracy aware he could be facing a long
to travel in interstate commerce stretch in prison.
"Michael's been fully apprised
in aid of unlawful activities and
conspiracy to sponsor a dog of all angles, all aspects,"'
in an animal fighting venture. Williams said.
It's still unclear whether all
Malone said the state dogfight ing charges probably would not this will end the career of one of
the Nl Us most dazzling players.
be considered duplicalive.
NFL commissioner Roger
"The essence of the conspiracy charge is the agreement" Goodell could rule by the end
between Vick and his cocon- of the week, but will probably
wait until Vick actually enters
spirators, Malone said.
Three Vick associates have his plea. The league is waiting
pleaded guilty to the conspiracy for a report by its own observers,
charge and said Vick provided a group headed by Brie Holder
virtually all the gambling and a former deputy U.S. attorney
operating funds for the "Bad general.
"The commissioner has not
Newz Kennels" dogfighting
enterprise. Two of them also decided on a specific timetasaid Vick participated in exe- ble on Michael Vick's status,"
cuting at least eight underper- league spokesman Greg Aiello
forming dogs, raising the pos- said yesterday.
Vick has been barred from
sibility of the animal cruelty
training camp by the NFL and
charges.
Convictions on eight animal Goodell has asked the Falcons
cruelty counts could result in not to take any action until the
up to 40 years in prison if five- league niles.

rtfluncAie i.
Come in for lunch
or see us after the bars!

mi. ad

We only use the
Finest Hot Dog Sauce
We use Roots Chicken
Hot Subs Available
Dally Specials

Wooster • (419)354 7827
(Behind the Circle K)
Open Monday thru Saturday: 11am 4am

CLINIQUE
sllQUE

Preferred
Properties Co.

T9m

exclusively ours!
A S50 value, yours tree with any Clinique purchase ot 21.50 or more.
Bonus includes * Long Last Lipstick in Sugared Maple • High Impact Mascara in Black
• All Aboul Eyes Rich • Blushing Blush Powder Blush in Smoldering Plum
• CJinlque Blush Brush • Moisture Surge Extra Thirsty Skin Relief • Cosmetics Bag
WffO, lesln: 100% rragtanc* Fiw UW m tut custom*- A<aibi* Nt»le s<cp ts l»

BONUS EXTRA
12 months of marie claire for $5.
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Haven House Manor
• Mini Mall Apts. inowmowni
Fox Run Apts.
• Triplex
Piedmont "Newly Renovated"
• Houses
Updated Birchwood
smaH pets allowed
see our website or
call lor more details

nun
irmmui
urni

SPACIOUS

HUMUS

visit us at elderbeerman.com
y»ry not available by mail, phone Of intefnel order |15248A]

1/

www.preterredpfopertiasco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-12 & 1-4:30
530 S. Maple St.

419-352-9378
i

i
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FLOOD
From Page 1
of the Ohio Department of
Transportation.
Inspectors reopened the
7-mile stretch of the highway
after removing debris and looking for road and bridge damage,
he said.
As of 6:30 p.m., there were 30
road closures and 11 restricted
roadways, mostly in northern parts of the state, according to ODOT, Counties with
significant flood-related closures included Allen, Crawford,
Hancock, Hichland, Sandusky
and Wyandot, and some areas
had restricted road travel to
emergency vehicles only.
In the village of Carey, waistdeep water swirled through the
tiny downtown, submerging
cars to their rooftops. Dozens of
flooded streets made it impossible to cross the town. A truck
driver heading to Michigan
with an oversized load didn't
know which way to go because
several of the major routes in
t he area were shut down.
"There's nowhere to send the
traffic." Police Capt. Daniel
Walter said.

The
Carey Nursing &
Rehabilitation Center was
evacuated Tuesday morning,
said Wyandot County Lt. Neil
Riedlinger. An aide answering
the phone at the home said 28

lletzel said as the flood water
recedes it will fill upflood basins,
causing further problems. The
Wyandot County chapter of the
American Red Cross opened a
shelter for evacuees and a local
football team was going door
to door to see if anyone was
stranded, he said.
"This is the worst I've seen in
30 years," lletzel said.
Throughout the north-central region, corn and soybean
crops — which were in danger
of dying out to drought conditions a few weeks ago — faced
the new risk of damage due to
flooding.
The Upper Sandusky school
district in north-central Ohio
canceled the first day of school
after more than 9 inches of rain
surged over river banks, and
nearby Mohawk schools, which
started the school year Monday,
also canceled classes.
To the east in Bucyrus. nearly nine inches of rain fell, and
firefighters used a boat to rescue families from flooded
homes. The Crawford County
Emergency
Management
Agency estimated that about
80 people were evacuated and
up to 200 more are expected to
leave the area as the flood water

residents were being transferred
to Wyandot Memorial Hospital.
At the end of a long block of
flooded homes near downtown,
Mike Watkins used a generator in an attempt to pump 4
feet of water out of his mother's
basement, clearly a losing battle. In front of his house, kids
rode bikes through the kneedeep water and residents took
pictures of their waterlogged
neighborhood as more water
poured in from the overflowing
Spring Hun Creek at the center
of the village.
"At least the kids are having
fun," Watkins said, who added
that he had never seen flooding
reach his block in his 52 years.
The sheriff's office urged
motorists to stay out of the area
because of extensive flooding,
and, throughout the county,
authorities were busy rescuing
motorists whose vehicles had
become submerged and residents who had water coming
into their homes.
Wyandot County Sheriff Mike

KEUI CARDINAL

A NEW RIVER: Rescue workers and motorists walk down Interstate 75. after crossing the Hood waters near Bluffton
approaches the overflowing
river in town, Tim l-lock, director of the agency, said yesterday
morning.
In Shelby, the Black Fork Rivet
overflowed, closing toads and
flooding homes and business
es. Police evacuated two roads
neatest the liver, which runs
directly through the center of
town, according to dispatcher

RenccScibolt.
Flooding shut down post
office and stopped mail delivery for yesterday in Mansfield.
about (H) miles north of
Columbus, spokesman David
Van Allen told the Mansfield.
About 30 postal vehicles were
under water but no mail was
lost or destroyed, he said.

The Barberton Corps of The

Salvation Army was sending
emergency disaster vehicles
and personnel to deliver rood
and bottled walei to resident sol

the city in suburban \kron. rhe
group planned to provide clean
up supplies on Wednesday.

\ssociaied Press Writers Dot<g
Whiteman mid Entity Zeugnei
in Columbus contributed m ilris

Ohio grants add up to $122 million
Columbus (API — The stair's
bond program for high-tech
Investment will provide $72 million for scholarships and research
grants for Ohio colleges, bringing
total state aid for study in those
fields to S122 million over the
next year, education officials slid

science scholarships for each
of the two years coveted by the
budge) that took effect on Inly 1.
lire state has stepped up aid to
higher education to help COVGI
the tuition feeze it ordered for
the same period.

> esterday.

authority to issue S300 million in
bonds to fund its Third frontier
Project which issues grants for

The 1-egislalutc previously
aildetl $r>() million in math and

voters in 2005 gave the state the

BE

PART

OF

high tech business startups and
research projects.
"This proposed joint funding
program involves a close collaboration of the Third frontier
Project with the University
System of Ohio and guarantees
that our research goals an> fully
aligned with the state's economic
development strategies." said
Chancellor Ijiclingerhut.
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Organizational Meeting
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 29, 7:30PM
28 WEST HALL
(In The Basement)

Time: 7:30pm
Place: Mac Beach
Date: August 24th

Welcome Week Fest 2007
It's a FREE concert
Featuring country music star

KEITH ANDERSON
There will also be a Taste of BG.
with local restaurants bringing food
for all to try.

Monday, August 20 - Friday, August 24
Monday-Thursday 8 am-9 pm; Friday 8 am-7 pm
Multipurpose Room, Bovven Thornpson Student Union
Your University. Your Store.
U M I V ■

S I T Y

bookstore
@ BOWEN THOMPSON STUDENT UNION

Phone:419-372-2851

Toll-Free: 1-866-517-9766

http://bookstore.bgsu.edu
No matter Wn©r© you bought them

we II buy them back.

You and your friends can also
get a caricature done!
Everything is FREE!
Alcohol is NOT permitted, and coolers will not be allowed.
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ACROSS
MICHEUE4UIM0

APPhOK

PAYBACK: Derick Williams, leh. Ariel Whitney, middle, and Pierre Arensmeier. all of Roseburg. Ore. play guitar and offer money to passersby Monday morning. Aug 20.2007. at the entrance to a Wal-Mart in Roseborg. Ore. in a twist on the age-old practice of panhandling

The BG News
Classified Ads

Lost/Found

419-372-6977
rbc it*' Mewi "ill MM knowing^ adept
■tfvtn Mmcnii thai dtocrimlnatc w
HKoungtdlitrtnliMil
BUM UIJ unit
vtdual <>r i;n>tip on the twit "i no m

Help Wanted

FOUND: digital camera, near S College & E Wooster intersection Must
descnbe 372-7864

lollll 1 Hill ll'llKioll. Il.llliillll OMIJIII M'lll.ll

nrnril.HiKii. dsMMitl HUUI H ■• wti'f.m

Personals

IHRTt COURSf ^^

FRIED TILAPIA

Wanted

FRIED SHRIMP
VECETARIAN LASACNA
PECAN CHICKEN
CHOPPED SIRLOIN

Moral system
Small Egyptian vipers
Guinness or Baldwin
Smackers
Bog product
Impudence
Start of a query
Prom wear
Cougar's den
Was without
Shuttlecock
Encounter
Big oaf
Newcastle product
Mayday signal
Freeze over
Bluenose
Sound of pain
Part 2 of query
Netting
Anticipation
Bombay wraparound

Subleaser Needed! Enclave I apt
avail tor sublease 1 male occup to
till vacancy ot 4 man apt. Furn.. S324
mo plus util Call Kyle 419-206-0985

Child care center now hiring care
givers lor days eves, weekends
Send resume or apply in person. 580
Craig Dr., Suite 2. Perrysburg OH
43551 inlo®kid?watch net
Childcare needed. 3 days. 8am-5pm.
in our Perrysburg home Reliable
trans, needed. mchildcare@hotmail
com
Counter person needed at local dry
cleaners Must be avail 2-6 Mon
thru Fri & some Sat's. S8 25 starting
Apply at 1204 W Wooster 419-3544494
Do you need a home9 I need someone to be with me. Possibility ol extra job. Room & board includ Heart
patient, double amputee Please call
419-686-8676 or 419-601-1341, ask
tor Mike

Help Wanted

Experienced book keeper
One day a week. S7 00 hour.
419-872-6222

'BARTENDING' up to S300/day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

Full and pan: time position available
lor lawn and landscaping.
419-354-1923

" Avail now Rooms S225 mo 4
bdrm free internet cartyrentals.com
Call 419-353-0325

Liteguards S Swim Instructors
Wolf Creek YMCA
Ann Lotion 419-866-9622

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30- 4:00

E

9 N

A popular, fun. friendly family owned!
justness in BG has 1 part-time
sales clerk position avail 14-22
irs/wk. Must be Inendly. neat, honest, dependable, good work ethic
desires steady empolyment through-l
out the year & be avail weekends &
some week nights Apply Tues.
3-21 - Thurs. 8-23 between
Bam-5pm at 834 S Main. BG (Lo:ated in Big Lots Plaza
419-352-9259

HillsdaleApts.
1082 Hair view Ave.

■ J ■ ■ II-

■i JJ 'IS!
a

A

1 & 2 bdrm Apts. or 3 bdrm Twnh.
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
"Ask about internet discount

IECCA
Findlay Pike Apts.
111/113 FlndlayPk Portage, OH
Large 2& 3 bdrm Apts.
Efficiency Garage for 1 Vehicle
Starting at $475/mo. + Utilities
Only Moments from B.G.!

^

Bittersweet Farms, a facility for individuals with autism,
is adding to our family of Direct Support Professionals.
1st, 2nd, and 3rd Shifts are available
(Whitehouse ana Pemberviiie locations)
•These personally rewording positions require a strong work
ethic with the patience, compassion, and flexibility o MR/DD
environment demands.
•You will De joining our residents in their daily activities
ranging from vocational tasks, home care and community
activities to their hygiene and recreational activities.
•We will train the right person, however, your high school
diploma or GED is required, os is a good driving record and
Ohio Driver's License and Insurance.
Please print an application from our website, www.brttersweetfarms.org
Sena the application or your resume to Kristy Dunlap
vio email: kdunlap@bittersweetlarms org
tax: 419-875-5593
or mall: Bittersweet Farms
Attn: Human Resources
12660 Archbold-Whitehouse Rd.
Whitehouse, Ohio 43571.

I

Evergreen Aptl.
215E.Po«Rd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only 15 minute walk to campus!

1 & 2 Beedrooms
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus!

/CfEfcCA

Nanny w/ child care exp needed to
care lor 1 girl (age 3) in our BG
home weekday mornings 9 30 to
12 30 MWF and/or TH S8 00-S10 00
hr dep on exp. Good rets . reliable
car & child care exp req 419-3535363
Organist/Pianist. First Chnstian
Church 875 Haskins Rd.. BG. OH
43402 Ph 419-354-3989 Accompany Sun. morn worship services,
special services. & Wed. evening
choir rehearsals Send resumes to
the church or e-mail
lccadmin@wcnet org

1

•

Sigma Alpha Lambda, a National
Leadership and Honors Organization
with over 70 chapters across the
country, is seeking motivated students to assist in starling a local
chapter (3 0 GPA Required) Contact
Rob Miner, Director of Chapter Development at rmmer@salhonors
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers & cooks.

4T9-352-7070
YMCA child care group leaders. Immediate openings Available shifts.
Mon thru Fn 6 30-9 00am S
3:00-6 00pm Contact Sara
419-251-9622
Youth Team Leader, First Christian
Church. 875 Haskins, BG, OH 43402
Ph:419-354-3989 Candidates
should have experience developing
or working w/mmistry to young people & their families. Part-time Send
resumes to the church or e-mail
lccadmin@wcnet.org.
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3 bdrm brick ranch 273 State St 2
blks from BGSU 1 1/2 baths. AC.
double garage appliances Call
419-352-3478
Sleeper sectional couch Good cond
Pick up in BG S200 080 Call Jenn
at 353-2303

For Rent
1 to 2 rmtes. wanted for house in
Portage For 1 person-S325 each.
2-S100 tor both & split utilities Call
509-868-5744
2 bdrm apartments avail immed
Short term possible Pets allowed.
419-409-1110
3 BDRM house
1 bath. AC. dishwasher
613 5th. S.'<6 ■ uiii
(419)352-8917
3 bdrm house & apt on Manville
next to water tower
419-352-5239
854 8th St. 1 bdrm . full kitchen, lots
ot parking S400 mo. & elec. No pets
9 & 12 mo lease (419)392-3354
FREE S200 deposit to share house
with 2 guys S270/mo • shared util
1-440-967-1396
Pel friendly1 3 bdrm apt S885 mo
AVAIL NOW! W/D, air. oil st pkg , 2
Blks Irom campus 240 Crim Si Call
Kent 419-352-7090
Rent (S300 incl util) Ret teach
Share house w/ prol/grad stdl Lg
older BG home 4 bdrms 2 w.bt.p .
wooded lot, out bldgs. Pymt neg.
Lv msg 419-241-1200. ext 1214.
Spacious new 4 bdrm house. 2 1/2
baths, walk-in closet, w/in 5 min. ol
BGSU S1200mo 732-406-6653

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S525 month Full Year Lease

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at

(419)352-1150

JJ

Ivywood,,, jfr

CONTACT INFORMATION
Julie Broadwell
at
ext. 3505 or

victims@bcwcnet.org

N

tfcfc*
V

419.352.9504

1

For Sale

SOPHOMORES
& JUNIORS

Deadline
for applications is
Thurs., Aug 30
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ATTENTH >N

Be a volunteer
with Victims Services
to help with
sexual assault
and domestic
violence survivors.

Separated
of contention
South Pacific isle
Threesomes
Delia Street's boss
Author Bellow
Albacore or bluefin
Miniature whirlpool
Evening in Milano
Ireland, to a poet
Leat-cutters, e.g.
Inarticulate grunts
Pool stick
Veteran seafarer

JTM77

:i

V s

Seeking babysitter. 7-9 a.m.. weekdays Please call 419-494-9233 if interested

1 Bedrooms:

for ar application

Studios: from $309
1 Bedrooms: Irom $435

BehavioraL£onnections

C/A, Pets Wetcome
On lite Laundry
Private Entrance,Patto
Short Term Lease* Avail

Management Inc.
Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.com
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!

V

■ I ■

at 5 p.m.
H«lnillt«AptI.
710-652 N. Enterprise

II
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Management Inc.

A
M

1
1
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Nanny 11 am to 7 pm Mon thru Fri.
Some overnights S7 00 hr plus
benefits Exp prel 419-872-6222

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

■■ ■■
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Lifeguards - Needed tor the Nichols
Therapy Pool. Hours are varied Salary S8.25 per hour Must hold a Lifeguard Certification trom the American Red Cross. YMCA or Ellis S Associates Application packet may be
obtained Irom Wood County Board
of MR/DD. 11160 East Gypsy Lane
Rd.. Bowling Green. Ent B. MondayFriday. 800am-4:00pm. E.O.E

MIKE'S PARTY MART
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Help Wanted

Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabg.com
Have a few places
open NOW

(Across From Taco Bell)

I I 1^1

Grand poem
Deadly poison
Bacall's love
Handy bag
Masculine
Isaac and Howard
Part of a casa
_ de cologne
End of query
Ravel
Continental dough
Third rock from the sun
Minstrel's ballads
Disengage from a habit
Attire

Help Wanted

Renting for
2007/2008

Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH

| . .| ||
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Give off
Soy product
Publicity stunt
_ at ease
Midway organ
Garden pest
Tea-leaf reader
Manhandle
Fred Flintstone's time
Lace end
Cheryl or Alan
Choice word
Enclothed
Acerbic
Rod attachment
Tree branch
Watered silk fabric
Thingamajig
Played a part
Rental agreement
French pancake
"Kama _"
Dark yellow
Item of bedding
"Sorry Wrong
Number" prop
34 Missouri tributary
36 How you doin'?

1

Cultural Immersion Trip to Peru
over Christmas Break (Visit ancient
ruins of Machu Picchu) Explore
Art, Culture and Social Issues in
Peru. Dec 16, 2007 -Jan 4.2008
EARN 3 CREDIT HOURS in ARTS &
SCIENCE lor the spring semester.
If interested email Bill Thompson
at wthomp'5 bgsu.edu or Gordon
Ricketts gordonr@bgsu.edu

PASTA FLORENTINE

BABYSITTER needed to care lor
girls (1 & 4 yrs ) in our BG home.
Flexible daytime hours (AM and/or
PM) Good references S credentials a
must Contact Deborah at
dschock®bqsu edu
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418 382 7881
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